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NON-FICTION

Howthe eastwas won
As émigrés furned their at|ention to the west, a Hungarian economist was
btrrsting the bubble of the communist system at home. By Padma Desai

BY FORCE OF THOUGHT
lnegular Memoirc of an
lntellectual Journey
by János Kornai
MlT Press 25.95 461pages
FT bookshop pr|ce. S20.76

Western economics has profited
immeasurably from the influx of
a remarkable group of émigré
Austrians and Hungarians. The
former group included giants
such as Friedrich Hayek, Joseph
Schumpeter, Paul Rosenstein-
Rodan, Ludwig von Mises and
Gottfried Haberler. All chose the
us as their final destination.

But the Hungarians \\,ere no
slouches either. England got the
remarkable Nicholas kajdor and
Thomas Balogh. The former \\,as

an ad,u,iser to Chancellor Calla-
han and the latter adviser to
Prime Minister Harold Wilson.
But the US got the other great
genius, a match for Kaldor: John
von Neumann, who became a
legend in his own time, a mathe-
matician who made profound
contributions to game theory.

But whereas all these made
their important contributions in
the west, János Kornai, who
ranks among the best of this
giorious $oup. stands apart by
having made his in the east.

Towards the end of his prolific
career - which sees him still at
work at 77 - he settled for a
half-time transatlantic chair at
Harvard; but his concerns have
almost always been directed at
the east.

This autobiographt-. irhich
Kornai calls an "intellectua]
journey", is a compelling
account of his life and work. It
also traces an arc through the
profound and instrrmountable
problems that central planning
had to con_front: and through
the diffictt]t transition that the
soriet bloc economies have had
to contend with.

The eariiest economic theo-
rists of socialist planning
argued that socialism would
paradoxically lead to a better
allocation of resources than
capitalism. Once the optimal
allocations were worked out, by
specifying resources and other
constraints such as available
know-how, the commissars
would get the enterprises to
produce according to these tar-
gets, achieving optimality. It is
hard to believe that anyone
could have taken this frame-
work seriously.

But the hear,y hand of this
tlpe of thinking was to be found

Brave voice: János Kornai

in countries such as India, where
the Planning Commission in the
1960s began to derive targets
from an optimising model that
gTew more sophisticated in the
drawing room but also increas-
ingly remote from reality. Kor-
nai, in books such as ouer-
centralization (1953) and The
Economics oí Shortage (1980) cut
through this make-believe eco-
nomics and zeroed in on the true
working of socialist s_vstems.

In The Socialist Sgstem (1992),

Kornai argued that shortages
afflicting the socialist system
arose not only because a pater-
nalistic state bailed out sick
enterprises but also because of
the absence of an open and com-
petitive market system.

Despite his ringing endorse-
ment of private ownership, Kor-
nai preferred slorv prir,atisation
of Hungarian assets and offers
criticism of accelerated Russian
prir-atisation. In contrast, he
favours fast-paced macroeco-
nomic stabilisation. He backed
Hungary's drastic 1995 budget,
when finance minister Lajos
Bokros had to resign in the face
of legislative opposition. Gradu-
alists such as myself had
warned of such a political out-
come from "shock therapy"-
type stabilisation: maximal
speed is not necessarily the
optimal speed. The "force of
thought" is often no match for
political reality.

Padma Desai is Harriman
Profe ssor of Comparatiue
Economic Sgstems at
Columbia Uniuersitg,
and author of "Conuersations
on Russia: Reíorm from Yeltsin
to Putin" (Oríord)

It's not cricket
Monty Parresar's sporting tnenroir nra}ies a pitch for rrrulticu]hrra]ism. By Tunku Varadar4jarr

MONTY'S TURN:
My Stoty So Far
by Monty Panesar
Hodder & Stoughton ,18.99

32O pages
FT bookshop price: 15,19

There is much less guile in the
pages of Monty Panesar's writing
than one would find in a single
over bowled by him in a cricket
match. Readers could even be
forgiven for asking why his pub-
Iisher has bothered with Montg's
Turn. There's no flight, no loop,

no change of pace. And there's
absolutely no spin.

Montg's Turn is best regarded
as a book not purely about
cricket - and in this light it is a
fascinating study. It is, in fact,
about contemporary Britain and
the place within it for immi
grants. It should be compulsory
reading on sociology courses.
There can be few texts more
transparent - and certainly few
books more persuasive - on the
attraction of cultural assimila-
tion to ethnic minorities.

The Panesar template of
assjmi'lation. as he sets it out,
comprises an uncluttered
approach to personal identity.
Take his accorrnt of an England
versus pakistan match at Leeds.
Writing of the unsavoury episode
when both he and, to a more rau-
cous extent, Sajid Mahmood (the
ethnic pakistani bowler who
plays for England) were being
called "traitor" by British-born
Pakistan supporters, Panesar
opines: "Let's just say that as my
mate Saj was born in Bolton

while I come from Luton, these
people... had clearly not done
much research."

Monty is here addressing not
merely the Pakistani hecklers,
he's also sending out a clear
message to white Englishmen:
I'm from Luton; I'm English,
and you'd better be cool with it.

panesar's assimilation is a
calibrated affair. He goes by
"Monty" instead of his given
name, Mudhsuden, but wears
his hair and beard long, in the
Sikh tradition, holding his mane
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